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A sea of blazers, pantsuits and formal business

attire. The enthusiastic chatter of GSL’s,

position papers and agendas. There were a

plenitude of inquisitive glances, a formal feel

interspersed by nervous, yet excited exchanges

between more than a hundred students from the

over 14 schools attending. The beginning of

SBSMUN2019!

 
The Student Council President initiated the

ceremony by addressing the Chief Guest, other

notable personages and delegates. This was

followed by the auspicious lighting of the lamp

ceremony accompanied by the school choir’s

beautiful rendition of the  Swastivachan. Dr.

Mahesh Prasad, the Principal of Step By Step

School, addressed the gathering. His speech

was inspirational and realistic. He concluded

with a piece of Sanskrit  shloka, voicing the

importance of empathy and change. 
 
The chief guest for the ceremony was

Ambassador Dilip Sinha, an Indian diplomat

and a renowned public administrator. His

message to everyone present was stimulating

and meaningful. His insights on the structure

and working of the MUN were much

appreciated by all present.

Diva Datta Gupta details the opening ceremony for
SBSMUN2019

“The UN’s responsibility is to save

succeeding generations from the scourge of

war”

 
The Secretary General introduced the

Executive Board for this year’s conference.

After each committee head received the

honorary gavel by Ambassador Sinha, the

conference was officially declared open.

The MUN commenced on an auspicious

note and will be a unique experience for all

delegate, IP member, secretariat member

and the members of organising committee.

Striking the Gavel

Parth Chowdhary

Aalya Malik



Parallel Ideas
Ananya Khera delves deep into a narrative on the Bosnian War

This year, the United Nations Security Council

is dealing with the historic Bosnian War. The

war, based on ethnic differences, led to the

mass killing of  Muslim  Serbs.  The

Security  Council, which stands for the

international peace and

security,  deliberated  and discussed the

intricacies of the war. 
 

Today’s conference commenced with

the  Executive  Board giving the delegates the

necessary rules and the required code of

conduct for the committee. A flow chart about

the documents,  which included directives,

communiques and resolutions was given by

the President. In the first segment the delegates

began with  a  GSL having a time limit of 90

seconds for each country. There was an

introductory statement given by each delegate

about their country’s portfolio and views on the

issue at hand. From France strongly

establishing their stand for a united Yugoslavia

to Hungary drawing attention towards the

political instability and their concern about the

country’s economic crisis  resulting from an

increase in refugee immigration. 
 

USA  laid emphasis on self-determination,

which was cross questioned by other

countries regarding its intention.

Japan proposed a change in motion and

wanted a moderated caucus on ethnicities

being the root cause of the war which was

voted out by the committee. The Committee

went on to accept the motion of Hungary of

the moderated caucus on militaristic actions

in Yugoslavia area. In the last segment, an

unmoderated caucus took place as there was

no consensus on the agenda to be

deliberated. The delegates were told about

two crisis updates dated 3rd and 5th May,

1992. 
 

Since this was the first day and even the

first MUN for some of the delegates it was

more of an introductory experience to the

world of debate. Today was all about

parallel ideas, as stated by the President of

the committee. They now look forward to a

more unanimous result.

Aryan Bhartiya



A Yearning for Peace
Kavya Sharma conducts an analysis of the Gulf War tensions

I would have grown his company

Instead of putting on his grave, flowers

They had tricks up their sleeves

We had bombs up ours 

Brothers going to war 

Over petty things like power

The territories they snatched

The plans we hatched 

Countering all their quick combats like passing

notes in secrecy

It wasn’t much of a secret was it?

I knew my father wouldn’t be coming back

I knew the enemy wouldn’t cut him any slack 

I still held onto his memories              

My only beacon of hope, my safe place, my

retreat. 

I remember praying every day to ensure his

safety,

It wasn’t God who could help me though, 

nor any force from above, 

only the realisation that peace was enough.



The Struggle Is-rael
Ananya Anurav outlines the discussion and debate in the ICJ

A throbbing matter of debate at the

International Court of Justice is the US shifting

their embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to

Jerusalem, thus declaring the latter to be its

capital. Prior to this, Jerusalem held a special

status, allowing it to be independent from both

states, based on which Palestine has filed an

appeal against the US in the court. 
 
The opening speeches and deliberation by the

delegates were centered around relevant laws

and their position on this issue. Initially, the

discussion surrounded the motives of the US

behind their move, largely concerning their

wish to improve diplomatic relations with

Israel. 
 
Upon this, it moved on to the stand taken by the

International Court of Justice on such conflicts,

and the finality of its decision. Here, Article 38

which regards the interpretation of international

law is prominent, as brought in by the

chairperson. It is key to note that the arguments

made by delegates must rely solely on the law,

rather than any moral justifications, which do

not hold relevance in court.

Afterwards, the debate was dominated by

questions of Palestine’s statehood. The

delegates presented diverse views on

whether it meets the required criteria.

Whether it being a state is a restriction on

the court’s intervention on the matter is

itself a question, as it has, according to

several delegates, not hesitated to intervene

similarly in the past, irrespective of the

country’s official status. The ways in while

Palestine is affected by US’ decision in the

first place also captured some attention

during the debate.

Nadia Shahidi

Nadia Shahidi



A Study in Tibetan Rights
Yuvana Sahi discusses the question of Tibet's autonomy 

The debate over human rights in Tibet spans

over centuries. Tibet has suffered invasions,

colonialism and most recently, been subject to

neo-colonialism by the Republic of China.

 
Their own experiences with colonialism have

led India and South Africa to extend their

empathy towards Tibet, despite China being

South Africa’s largest trade partner. “Chinese

behaviour is icon to a child throwing a

tantrum,” Kalyan, a Member of the South

African parliament, stated. In addition to this,

India has been in territorial dispute with China

over the region bordering Tibet itself, and

against the Chinese influence in Tibet.

 
Freedom of expression was an imperative point

raised throughout the session. Through methods

of torture and imprisonment, the Chinese have

been in control of the citizens of Tibet. Over a

million Tibetans have been killed at the hands

of the Chinese.

 

The right to self-determination has been

diminished due to the erasure of Tibetan culture

by the People’s Republic of China. Tibetan has

been reduced to a second language in schools

as opposed to the first, which is Chinese.

 

 

Furthermore, China has attempted to curb

the Buddhist influence by destroying six

thousand monasteries and demanding the

next Dalai Lama to be appointed within

mainland China. They have also disallowed

the picture of the Dalai Lama to be

displayed. It is the movement of Chinese

nationals into Tibet that has made them a

minority in their own country.

 
On the contrary, China has brought about

monumental improvements in terms of the

economy and infrastructure of Tibet. China

is seen as a benevolent power. They’ve built

schools and tax concessions for farmers

who are not given part of the mainland. The

Dalai Lama himself stated that he doesn’t

want the autonomy of Tibet from China

after seeing the development. In addition to

this, China has invested 2.04 billion Yuan in

the preservation of cultural artefacts and

religious structures.

 

The culmination of politics in religion is a

concoction yielding gruesome results. The

question of human rights in Tibet is still

under debate, regarding issues of cultural

erasure and the interests of external powers.



Aleena Islam comments on the roots of the Pulwama conflict

The recent attack by terrorist group Jaish-e-

Mohammed in the Pulwama region of Kashmir

killed 40 CRPF personnel. A truck loaded with

explosives intentionally collided into a bus

carrying troopers. The Indian Prime Minister,

Narendra  Modi, was quick to introduce

aggression and blame the neighboring country,

Pakistan, with whom relations have been

hostile.

 
Since the attack on 14th February 2019, its

intentions have been questioned by the nation

as a whole. How did such a large number of

explosives enter such a highly protected area?

Why was security lacking in such an integral

and simultaneously volatile area? Many believe

that this was an information failure on India’s

part, and could have perhaps been prevented.

 

M.K. Stalin, an Indian politician from Tamil

Nadu and leader of the  Dravida Munnetra

Kazhagam political partybelieves that the

motives behind the attack were far more

complex that the spread of terrorism by a

Pakistan- based group. In a recent discussion,

Stalin questioned how exactly these terrorists

knew which vehicles were explosive proofed,

and which ones weren’t, since there was an

alleged mix. Such sensitive information

shouldn’t have been leaked in the first place, let

alone reach the hands of a terrorist group.

Member of opposition Mamata Banerjee

voiced what many were feeling and accused

the BJP government of the creation of this

crisis. The timing, according to Banerjee,

was incredibly convenient. Lok Sabha

elections were around the corner, and a

surge of nationalistic spirit, fueled by BJP,

would be ideal. Vote banks would fill up,

and BJP would be the uniting factor,

bringing together Indians in a time of

intense crisis. While Mamata Banerjee’s

facts have substance, it is unlikely for a

government to sacrifice its own personnel

for votes.

 

Conspiracies brew, and trust shatters. While

it is natural for such a disaster to tear people

apart and question their leaders, the BJP

response has been incredibly strategic.

Instead of calming these aggravated spirits,

the central government openly blamed

Pakistan, despite the latter denying

involvement. 

 

The Prime Minister gave the freedom to the

army to decide its response. People

assumed, through this action, that the

situation was so dire it was beyond control

of the Centre. Once again, fear united

people, under the ‘benevolent guidance’ of

the Bhartiya Janta Party.

Ignorance is Bliss



Though multiple politicians are operating from

preconceived notions, there are those that

believe the timing of the attack to be incredibly

opportune. Such a significant number of bombs

in close proximity to a sensitive area evokes

suspicion. Perhaps we don’t want these

questions answered, for only chaos would

ensue. The attack did end up working in favor

of Modi, and his continuing term will

undoubtedly be filled with questions that may

never be answered.
Anaanya Poddar

The Roots of War
Tanya Vijeshwar deconstructs the Iran-Iraq tensions  

On the 22nd of September 1980, the Iraqi

President, Saddam Hussein, declared war on

Iran. Ostensibly a territorial dispute over the

Shatt al-Arab region- a waterway that has

historically served as a border between the two,

the true cause of this war seems to be

multifaceted and deeply rooted in religious and

financial reasons. The Iraq War Cabinet

provided valuable insight into this topic

 
A war with Iran is perceived as an easy way to

develop Iraq’s economy. As pointed out by one

minister, Iraq has a large amount of oil reserves

but its capacity to export oil is greatly hindered

due to only one port being used for oil exports.

The minister claimed that the Shatt al-Arab

river was navigable and led to the sea and

therefore, could be used in order to export oil.

In 1979, Iran formed the worlds first Islamic

Republic led by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.

This has been deemed as a threat to Iraq which

is ruled by Sunni Muslims despite the

population being dominated by Shias. Many

ministers stressed the importance of an attack

on Iran in order to counter Iran allegedly

inciting Iraqi Shias to revolt against the

government.

 

 

Zenia



Contrary to this, some ministers stated that the

revolution in Iran would prove beneficial to

Iraq in the long term as the country is in turmoil

and its ability to successfully retaliate against

Iraq is greatly reduced. The ministers reiterated

the need to take advantage of Iran’s weak

defences and press the attack immediately.

They said that Iraq is allied with both the

United States of America and the Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics (the Soviet Union)

and so their victory is guaranteed.

The ministers seem confident of Iraq’s victory,

but are they underestimating Iran’s military?

Will Iraq’s allies be willing to partake in a war

with Iran, given the impact of the Second

World War? Is victory as easily obtainable as

some ministers believe? These questions

remain and will only be answered when a

winner emerges .

Anaanya Poddar



Geetika Sehgal

Gauri Singla
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